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Playing for the Ashes book. Read 457 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. The story begins with my father, actually, and the fact that...Â Playing for the Ashes is a rich tale of passion, murder and love in which Inspector Thomas Lynley and Detective Sergeant Barbara Havers once again find themselves embroiled in a case where nothing is really what it seems. Intense, suspenseful and brilliantly written, Playing for the Ashes will make readers "search out the sleuthing pair's first six adventures...a treasure," as Cosmopolitan predicted in their review. ...more. Get A Copy. Amazon. Playing for the Ashes. Quite the same Wikipedia. Just better.Â ^ "Fiction Book Review: Playing for the Ashes by Elizabeth A. George, Author Bantam Books $21.95 (0p) ISBN 978-0-553-09262-2". Publishers Weekly. v. t. e. Books by Elizabeth George. Fiction: Inspector Lynley. Playing for the Ashes is a rich tale of passion, murder and love in which Inspector Thomas Lynley and Detective Sergeant Barbara Havers once again find themselves embroiled in a case where nothing is really what it seems. Intense, suspenseful and brilliantly written, Playing for the Ashes will make readers "search out the sleuthing pair's first six adventures...a treasure," as Cosmopolitan predicted in their review. About Playing for the Ashes. "The story begins with my father, actually, and the fact that I'm answerable for his death. It was not my first c